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Treadwell developed the StormChief® fastening systems 
to provide a solution for fastening down grating products 
in environments that experience high wave action and 
subsequently require a fastening system that is designed to 
withstand wave zone loadings.

Wave action exerts extreme forces on grating, sometimes 
causing panels to be wrenched off substructures. This damage 
affects large industrial offshore structures such as oil and gas 
drilling platforms, dockside walkways or decks, and marine 
based recreational public infrastructure.

StormChief® Wave Zone Grating Fasteners save organisations 
large expenses in downtime due to access complications 
and restrictions and reinstallation costs. Additionally, the 
systems provide time saving installation methods such as the 
StormChief® Hybrid System which eliminates the necessity for 
access to the underside of the substructure.

StormChief GRIP®

Elevation View Plan View

The StormChief GRIP® is a rugged stainless steel clamping bracket that is designed to meet and exceed the requirements of extreme wave 
zone loadings. The StormChief GRIP® is a unique clamping system designed by Treadwell to seamlessly join two sheets of grating along one 
edge. This clip is easily recessed into the grating to ensure minimal trip hazard, making it ideal for public access areas that are subject to harsh 
coastal conditions.
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StormChief CLAW®
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The StormChief CLAW® is a heavy duty 316 Stainless Steel grating 
fixing bracket that is designed to meet and exceed specications for 
wave zone loadings. With integrated fingers that protrude into the 
grating aperture, the StormChief CLAW® provides secure fastening 
in even the harshest of coastal conditions. Used exclusively in 
conjunction with the StormChief® Hybrid System, it ensures simple, 
strong and rapid installation.

StormChief DISC®
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The StormChief DISC® is an extremely robust and secure grating 
fastening system intended for use in areas that experience high 
wave zone loadings. The DISC is designed to be used when the 
width of a walkway or deck area exceeds 200mm or requires 
securing in situations where the application of the CLAW system 
is impractical. The DISC is recessed to ensure safe and secure 
pathway for all types of traffic accessing the area. This system is 
compatible with the H-Clip fastener and the StormChief® Hybrid 
System.
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